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This paper examines the relative efficiency of randomized complete
block design as compared with that of completely randomized design.
The most widely used measure of relative efficiency considers only
the error variances of the two designs, therefore it does not provide
the complete information concerning the sensitivity of the experiment
in the final results. We study three alternative criteria related to the
sensitivity issue and design planning consideration. The proposed
relative measures employ the p-value, Scheffé confidence interval
estimation and power of both designs. The distinct feature of this
study is the focus on the estimated relative efficiency measures and
their relation with the coefficient of partial determination between
responses and block effects, given that treatment effects are present
in the models. Furthermore, informative visual representations and
numerical assessments of various aspects of their properties are also
presented.
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1 Introduction

The most basic type of statistical design for making inferences about treat-

ment means is the completely randomized design (CRD), where all treatments

under investigation are randomly allocated to the experimental units. The CRD

is appropriate for testing the equality of treatment effects when the experimental

units are relative homogeneous with respect to the response variable. When the

experimental units are heterogeneous, the notion of blocking is used to control the

extraneous sources of variability. The major criteria of blocking are characteristics
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associated with the experimental material and the experimental setting. The purpose

of blocking is to sort experimental units into blocks, so that the variation within a

block is minimized while the variation among blocks is maximized. An effective

blocking not only yields more precise results than an experimental design of

comparable size without blocking, but also increases the range of validity of the

experimental results. One can use a randomized complete block design (RCBD) to

compare treatment means when there is an extraneous source of variability. In such

cases, treatments are randomly assigned to experimental units within a block, with

each treatment appearing exactly once in every block. As planning and conducting

an experiment with the RCBD requires extra effort relative to the CRD, a natural

question of interest is how well the blocking has worked or how much has been

saved by using an RCBD rather than a CRD with the same number of experimental

units. The answer helps to justify the effectiveness of blocking in the experiment

being conducted and is also useful for future studies using the same or similar

experimental units. It is well recognized that the gain from using an RCBD instead

of a CRD is a reduction in error variance, while the loss is a decrease in error degrees

of freedom. The latter results in a decrease in the sensitivity or, more exactly, the

probability of obtaining a significant result with respect to treatment comparisons,

therefore, it may not be advantageous to conduct an experiment in RCBD. The most

widely accepted criterion for performing this evaluation is the measure of relative

precision in terms of the ratio of error variance estimates associated with the two

designs. However, many standard textbooks fail to address the fundamental

discrepancy between the concepts of sensitivity and precision. Consequently, the use

of relative precision does not resolve the issue of sensitivity. As sensitivity is essential

to the results of analyses, it is open to question that the relative precision is most

useful for evaluating the relative efficiency of RCBD to CRD. To compare the

sensitivity of two experiments, the notions of the width of confidence interval and

power were proposed in COCHRAN and COX (1957, p. 32). Despite the great

applicability in assessing the relative efficiency for more general setup, their study is

limited to the case of comparing the difference between the effects of two treatments

along with some simplified assumptions. It should be informative to extend the

paradigm to the general situation of testing the difference of several treatment

effects. In summary, previous work did not provide specific guidance to the

construction of efficiency measures regarding sensitivity in the context of RCBD

relative to CRD.

This article aims to investigate the effectiveness of blocking in RCBD through

three relative measures. They are the relative efficiency of RCBD as compared with

that of CRD evaluated in terms of the observed significance level (p-value), the

squared half width of the Scheffé confidence interval and the power of detecting

treatment effects. The distinct feature of this study is the focus on the estimates of the

relative efficiency measures and their relation to the coefficient of partial

determination between responses and block effects, given that treatment effects are

present in the models. The similarities and differences among the proposed relative
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efficiency measures and the relative precision are described in an attempt to provide

some guidance in the choice of appropriate measure of effective blocking in RCBD.

In order to enhance the clarity and usefulness of the findings, both numerical

illustration and visual supplement are provided. For more complex models,

MORRISON (1972) and VONESH (1983) employed the notion of expected squared

half width of Scheffé confidence interval for comparing the sensitivity, while JENSEN

(1980, 1982) conducted the asymptotic efficiency comparisons with the ratio of

noncentrality parameters in the context of repeated measures designs.

Section 2 specifies the model for RCBD and gives a review of the properties of the

usual relative precision estimate that motivates this study. In Section 3, the results

for the relative efficiency of RCBD to CRD obtained by the proposed measures are

presented. The special case of two treatments is also discussed and this situation

essentially reduces to the classical phenomenon of paired-sample t test versus two-

sample t test. As suggested by a referee, we also present the multiple-objective

approach to the evaluation of efficiency. Section 4 contains a brief summary.

2 The model and motivation

Consider the standard linear model for an RCBD with both the block and treatment

effects fixed and without interaction effects as follows:

Yij ¼ l þ si þ bj þ eij;

where Yij denotes the response for the experimental unit with the ith treatment in the

jth block, l is the overall mean, si is the treatment effect, bj is the block effect, and eij
is the error with i ¼ 1,…,t and j ¼ 1,…,b. As usual, the treatment and block effects

are subject to the restrictions that
Pt

i¼1 si ¼ 0 and
Pb

j¼1 bj ¼ 0, respectively, and

the errors are assumed to be independent Nð0; r2
RCBDÞ. With the usual notation of an

overbar and a dot that denote averaging over a subscript, the analysis of variance for

the RCBD is presented in Table 1. Once an experiment has been conducted in an

RCBD, it is natural to question whether the RCBD provided a better comparison

for the treatments than the CRD with the same number of experimental units. To

facilitate the presentation, it is convenient to define the statistical model for CRD

with the same treatment effects and sample size as

Table 1. Analysis of variance table for RCBD and CRD.

Source SS df MS

RCBD

Treatment SSTR ¼ b
Pt

i¼1ð�YY i� � �YY ��Þ2 t ) 1 MSTR ¼ SSTR
t�1

Block SSBL ¼ t
Pb

j¼1ð�YY �j � �YY ��Þ2 b ) 1 MSBL ¼ SSBL
b�1

Error SSE ¼
Pt

i¼1

Pb
j¼1ðYij � �YY i� � �YY �j þ �YY ��Þ2 (t ) 1)(b ) 1) MSE ¼ SSE

ðt� 1Þðb� 1Þ
CRD

Treatment SSBT ¼ b
Pt

i¼1ð�YY i� � �YY ��Þ2 t ) 1 MSBT ¼ SSBT
t� 1

Error SSWT ¼
Pt

i¼1

Pb
j¼1ðYij � �YY i�Þ2 t(b ) 1) MSWT ¼ SSWT

tðb� 1Þ
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Yij ¼ l� þ si þ eij;

where Yij denotes the response for the jth experimental unit with the ith treatment, l*
is the overall mean, si is the fixed treatment effect with

Pt
i¼1 si ¼ 0 as above, and the

error eij is independently distributed as Nð0; r2
CRDÞ for i ¼ 1,…,t and j ¼ 1,…,b. The

partition of the between- and within-treatment sum of squares and corresponding

degrees of freedom for CRD is also listed in Table 1. Under the null hypothesis of no

treatment effects, the test statistics are FRCBD ¼ MSTR=MSE � F t�1
ðt�1Þðb�1Þ and

FCRD ¼ MSBT=MSWT � F t�1
tðb�1Þ for RCBD and CRD, respectively, where F df 1

df 2 rep-

resents an F distribution with df1 and df2 degrees of freedom. However, it should be

noted that the CRD has never been conducted. The mean sum of squares MSBT and

MSWT must be estimated from MSTR, MSBL and MSE for the RCBD. An unbi-

ased estimator of r2
CRD is (see, for example, COCHRAN and COX, 1957, p. 112;

HINKELMANN and KEMPTHORNE, 1994, p. 261)

MSWT � ¼ bðt � 1ÞMSE þ ðb� 1ÞMSBL
ðbt � 1Þ : ð1Þ

Since EðMSTRÞ ¼ r2
RCBD þ b

Pt
i¼1 s2i =ðt � 1Þ and EðMSEÞ ¼ r2

RCBD, one can

proceed to estimate EðMSBTÞ ¼ r2
CRD þ b

Pt
i¼1 s2i =ðt � 1Þ with the unbiased

estimator

MSBT � ¼ MSWT � þMSTR�MSE: ð2Þ

The success of blocking is best measured by the relative efficiency of the RCBD as

compared with that of the CRD. In general, the relative efficiency is a positive number

that can be interpreted as the ratio by which the sample size of the CRD would have

to be in order to achieve the same efficiency as that of the RCBD. The most widely

used measure of relative efficiency is the relative precision defined as follows:

RE ¼ r2
CRD

r2
RCBD

: ð3Þ

The practical interpretation of RE is that bÆRE replications per treatment are

required for a CRD to attain the same degree of precision associated with the error

variance as the RCBD with b blocks. A common estimate of RE is given by

ERE ¼ MSWT �

MSE
¼ bðt � 1ÞMSE þ ðb� 1ÞMSBL

ðbt � 1ÞMSE
: ð4Þ

It is easy to show that there exists a monotonic relationship between ERE and

H ¼ MSBL/MSE:

ERE ¼ k þ ð1� kÞH ;

where k ¼ b(t ) 1)/(bt ) 1). Although H mimics the form of an F statistic, LENTNER

et al. (1989) showed that it is not suitable for testing the blocking effects because of
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the manner in which randomization is conducted in the RCBD. This is often con-

fused with testing the main effects in the two-factor model without interaction where

each treatment combination is assigned at random to one experimental unit. The

major difference revolves around the different randomization process, that is,

restricted versus unrestricted randomization. The issue of conflicting results about

the legitimacy of testing block effects is beyond the scope of this article, readers can

refer to SAMUELS et al. (1991) and the discussion of their article for further details.

The measure ERE is appealing for providing a quick index for effective blocking.

However, the value of ERE does not provide the complete information because it

considers only the experimental errors of two designs. Note that the degrees of

freedom for experimental error of an RCBD are not as great as those of a CRD, that

is, (t ) 1)(b ) 1) versus t(b ) 1). Consequently, it is harder to reject the null

hypothesis resulting in a loss of power. Therefore, the reduction in error may,

however, be offset by the loss of b ) 1 degrees of freedom. This phenomenon is not

properly shown by the ERE. As a concrete example, consider the following special

case. The value ERE ¼ 1 indicates that CRD is as efficient as RCBD when the

sample sizes are identical. With the results in (1), (2) and (4), an expression imitating

the form of FCRD statistic is given by

F �
CRD ¼ MSBT �

MSWT � ¼
FRCBD þ ERE � 1

ERE
: ð5Þ

Thus, according to ERE ¼ 1, it readily follows from (5) that the value F �
CRD of the

statistic FCRD is identical to that of FRCBD. Due to the loss in degrees of freedom for

estimated error variance in RCBD, the observed significance level or p-value is

decreased, and therefore RCBD is less sensitive than CRD. It is conceivable that the

concepts of sensitivity and precision are fundamentally different, thus leading to

different conclusions. However, it is questionable whether the ERE is better suited

for evaluating the relative efficiency. Nevertheless, in order to take account of the

different degrees of freedom in error variances, it is suggested in the literature, see

COCHRAN and COX (1957, p. 34) and NETER et al. (1996, p. 1090), that the ERE can

be adjusted by a factor denoted by EREM,

EREM ¼ m � ERE; ð6Þ

where m ¼ tðb� 1Þ þ 3

tðb� 1Þ þ 1
� ðt � 1Þðb� 1Þ þ 1

ðt � 1Þðb� 1Þ þ 3
:

The modification has little effect with moderate-sized degrees of freedom for

experimental error variance estimates. More importantly, LENTNER et al. (1989)

commented that the judgment of significant gains or losses due to blocking is

subjective and must be considered from a practical standpoint. As mentioned above,

RE has the simple interpretation in terms of relative sample sizes of two designs. In a

certain sense, however, it may not be useful from the design planning point of view

because the standard methods for sample size determination are more involved than
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just the error variance. In the next section, three alternative efficiency measures based

on the notion of p-value, confidence interval and power will be considered. All these

three measures evaluate different aspects of sensitivity of the experiments.

3 The relative efficiency of RCBD to CRD

In this section, the p-value, estimation and power approaches are described for

evaluating the relative efficiency of RCBDas compared with that of CRD. The p-value

approach takes up the observed significance level of the F test statistic for treatment

effects. The estimation approach employs the squared half width of confidence

intervals of the Scheffé simultaneous estimation procedure, while the power approach

calculates the probability of rejecting given real treatment differences. As presented in

NETER et al. (1996, Sections 26.4 and 26.5), the power and Scheffé confidence interval

procedures are the major methods for planning the sample sizes of RCBD. Therefore,

the appealing attribute of the last two measures is that they conform to the practical

interpretation in terms of sample size of the relative efficiency described previously.

To lay the basis for developing a simplified view and providing a concise visual-

ization of the relation of relative efficiency measures, the following ratio is defined as

C ¼ SSBL
SSBLþ SSE

:

Three important features of the measure C deserve attention. First, it is a one-to-one

function of H. Second, it is within the range of [0, 1]; and lastly, it can be viewed as

the coefficient of partial determination between responses and block effects, given

that treatment effects are present in the models. For a meaningful discussion, it is

assumed that the term E(MSBL) is finite for all b. Furthermore, it can be readily

established from the aforementioned definition in (4) that

ERE ¼ k þ ð1� kÞ ðt � 1ÞC
1� C

;

which is a weighted average of 1 and (t ) 1)C/(1 ) C) for 0 < k ¼ b(t ) 1)/

b(t ) 1) < 1. Therefore,

ERE < 1 if and only if C < 1=t;

ERE ¼ 1 if and only if C ¼ 1=t;

ERE > 1 if and only if C > 1=t:

The relation between ERE and C serves as a basis for the following comparison of

relative measures. In general, all of the estimated relative efficiency measures are

increasing with C when all other factors are fixed. Furthermore, it is found from the

numerical assessment that the differences between ERE and EREM are marginal for

small and moderate values of C regardless of the numbers of treatments and blocks.

However, their differences can be sizeable when C is close to 1.
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3.1 The p-value approach

Let pRCBD ¼ PfFt�1
ðt�1Þðb�1Þ > EðFRCBDÞg and pCRD ¼ PfFt�1

tðb�1Þ > EðFCRDÞg denote

the p-value associated with the F statistic at the value of E(FRCBD) and E(FCRD) for

RCBD and CRD, respectively. The following measure evaluates the relative

efficiency of RCBD to CRD in terms of the p-value for the expected value of the

F statistic:

REV ¼ pCRD

pRCBD
:

When FRCBD is available, one can estimate the REV with EREV defined as

EREV ¼ p̂pCRD

p̂pRCBD

; ð7Þ

where p̂pRCBD ¼ PfF t�1
ðt�1Þðb� 1Þ > FRCBDg is the p-value of FRCBD and

p̂pCRD ¼ PfF t�1
tðb�1Þ > F �

CRDg denotes the p-value for FCRD evaluated at the value of

F*CRD as defined in (5). Note that FCRD cannot be observed in the setting of an

RCBD. As a visual supplement, Figure 1 presents a plot of EREV against C for

Fig. 1. The relative efficiency EREV of RCBD to CRD for t ¼ 5.
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t ¼ 5 and four different values b ¼ 2, 5, 10 and 100 by setting the p-value of FRCBD

at p̂pRCBD ¼ a ¼ 0:05.

3.2 The estimation approach

In order to encompass all possible contrasts among the treatment effects and control

the overall family confidence level, the estimation approach compares the expected

squared half widths of Scheffé confidence intervals for both designs. Assume the

family of interest is the set of all possible contrasts among treatment effects of the

form:

L ¼
Xt

i¼1

cisi; where
Xt

i¼1

ci ¼ 0:

It follows that an unbiased estimator of L is L̂L ¼
Pt

i¼1 ci
�YYi, and the expected

squared half widths of Scheffé confidence limits for L can be written as

S2RCBD ¼ ðt � 1ÞF ½t � 1; ðt � 1Þðb� 1Þ; a� r
2
RCBD

b

Xt

i¼1

c2i

and

S2CRD ¼ ðt � 1ÞF ½t � 1; tðb� 1Þ; a� r
2
CRD

b

Xt

i¼1

c2i

for RCBD and CRD, respectively, where F [df1, df2,a] denotes the (1 ) a)th per-

centile of the F distribution with df1 and df2 degrees of freedom. The relative effi-

ciency REW in terms of the expected squared half width of the Scheffé confidence

interval is defined as

REW ¼ S2CRD

S2RCBD

¼ w � RE;

where w ¼ F [t ) 1, t(b ) 1), a]/F [t ) 1, (t ) 1)(b ) 1), a] and RE is defined in (3).

Along the same line of estimation, a natural estimator of REW is

EREW ¼ w � ERE; ð8Þ

where ERE is given in (4). It is worth noting that

F ½t � 1; tðb� 1Þ; a� < F ½t � 1; ðt � 1Þðb� 1Þ; a� for all t and b:

Therefore, w < 1 and EREW provides another modification of the ERE for

deflating the overstatement of ERE as the adjustment EREM described in (6).

Figure 2 shows the plot of EREW against C for t ¼ 5 and four different values

b ¼ 2, 5, 10 and 100 with a ¼ 0.05.

3.3 The power approach

Let F df1
df2ðkÞ denote a noncentral F distribution with noncentrality k and degrees of

freedom df1 and df2. It follows from the model formulation that
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FRCBD � F t�1
ðt�1Þðb�1ÞðdRCBDÞ and FCRD � F t�1

tðb�1ÞðdCRDÞ;

where dRCBD ¼ b
Pt

i¼1 s2i =ð2r2
RCBDÞ and dCRD ¼ b

Pt
i¼1 s2i =ð2r2

CRDÞ. The power-

based relative efficiency measure of RCBD to CRD is

REP ¼ PRCBDfdRCBDg
PCRDfdCRDg

;

where PRCBDfdRCBDg ¼ PfF t�1
ðt�1Þðb�1ÞðdRCBDÞ > F ½t � 1; ðt � 1Þðb � 1Þ; a�g and

PCRDfdCRDg ¼ P
�
F t�1

tðb�1ÞðdCRDÞ > F ½t � 1; tðb � 1Þ; a�
�
are the associated power

of FRCBD and FCRD respectively, at the significance level of a. It is obvious that

dCRD ¼ dRCBD/RE according to the definitions given above. Consequently, an

estimate of dCRD can be obtained from the estimate of dRCBD with the multiplier 1/

ERE. Thus, a practical estimate of REP is given by

EREP ¼ PRCBDfd̂dRCBDg
PCRDfd̂dCRDg

; ð9Þ

where d̂dRCBD ¼ ðt � 1Þ ½ðt � 1Þðb � 1Þ � 2�FRCBD=ðt � 1Þðb � 1Þ � 1f g=2 repre-

sents an unbiased estimate of the noncentrality dRCBD and d̂dCRD ¼ d̂dRCBD=ERE. To

Fig. 2. The relative efficiency EREW of RCBD to CRD for t ¼ 5.
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visualize the magnitude of EREP, Figure 3 shows the plot of EREP against C for

t ¼ 5 and four different values b ¼ 2, 5, 10 and 100 with a ¼ 0.05 and d̂dRCBD is

chosen such that PRCBDfd̂dRCBDg ¼ 1 � b with b ¼ 0.05.

3.4 The t ¼ 2 case

For the comparison between two treatments t ¼ 2, it is well known that the F test

statistics for RCBD and CRD reduce to the squares of paired-sample and two-sample

t statistic, respectively. As compared with the previous case of t ¼ 5, each estimated

relative efficiency measure decreases consistently for given values of b and C.
In this case, a useful expression for C is to rewrite it as C ¼ (1 + rÆg)/2, where

r ¼ S12/(S1S2) and g ¼ ðS1S2Þ=½ðS2
1 þ S2

2Þ=2� with

S12 ¼
Xb

j¼1

ðY1j � �YY 1�ÞðY2j � �YY 2�Þ and S2i ¼
Xb

j¼1

ðYij � �YY i�Þ2; i ¼ 1 and 2:

Note that r is the usual Pearson correlation coefficient between Y1j and Y2j and g is

the ratio of geometric mean and arithmetic mean for S2
1 and S2

2, therefore,

)1 6 r 6 1 and 0 < g 6 1. Consequently, r represents a simple efficiency measure

of matching or blocking in a paired-sample experiment. When Y1j and Y2j are

Fig. 3. The relative efficiency EREP of RCBD to CRD for t ¼ 5.
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negatively correlated or uncorrelated with r 6 0, which corresponds to C 6 1/2, the

matching is always ineffective for all four estimated relative efficiency measures and

the design should be reconstructed. While Y1j and Y2j are positively correlated with

r > 0 or C > 1/2, there are situations for the blocking to be effective.

3.5 Cross-examination

To examine further the similarities and differences between the estimated relative

efficiency measures, the values of five estimated measures are plotted against C with

b ¼ 5 and a ¼ b ¼ 0.05 in Figure 4 for t ¼ 5. The three measures ERE, EREM and

EREW are very much alike in the case of t ¼ 5. Overall, their magnitudes are in the

order of ERE > EREM > EREW for the same b and C. However, the other two

measures EREV and EREP behave substantially differently.

Instead of presenting extensive numerical tables for different combinations of t and

b, Table 2 lists the minimum of b, denoted by b*, such that the estimated measure is

greater than or equal to 1 for t ¼ 5, respectively, under different configurations of C,
a and b. According to the definitions of EREM, EREV, EREW and EREP given

earlier in (6)–(9), they are all less than 1 for C 6 1/t, regardless of the value of b.

Therefore, the number b* is not available and is denoted by NA in the tables. For an

RCBD experiment with b P b* at the specified C, the relative efficiency estimate is

Fig. 4. The relative efficiency of RCBD to CRD for t ¼ 5 and b ¼ 5.
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larger than 1, leading to the conclusion that the blocking is effective with respect to

the chosen relative efficiency measure. Therefore, the values of b* in these tables not

only can be utilized to tell whether the blocking is effective, but also provide a

comparison of the required efforts in terms of the magnitude of b for the relative

efficiency measures. It is important to note that b* ¼ 2 for ERE throughout the table

for C > 1/t. It implies that as long as C > 1/t, the blocking is effective according to

the estimated measure ERE. The results for EREW and EREP are quite similar and

give larger b* than EREM for moderate C, while the largest b* is associated with

EREV. According to these numerical results, the proposed estimated relative

efficiency measures EREV, EREW and EREP are considerably different from ERE

and EREM. This phenomenon is more pronounced for small C(>1/t).

3.6 Multiple-objective efficiency measure

As there are usually several goals and concerns in the experiment, it is desirable to

have an adequate efficiency to reflect different aspects of interests and needs of the

researchers. Any single efficiency measure can not take all these considerations into

account. In order to achieve this, we adopt the idea of a multiple-objective strategy

for the construction of an efficiency measure.

Suppose there are L distinct efficiency measures representing different objectives as

implemented by the function Wl, l ¼ 1,…,L. Specifically, let Wl(t, b, C) denote the

efficiency measure of the RCBD relative to the CRD with respect to the function Wl.

We could consider a multiple-objective efficiency measure based on a weighted

average of the functions Wl, l ¼ 1,…,L, as follows

Wðt; b;CÞ ¼
XL

l¼1

wlWlðt; b;CÞ;

where 0 6 wl 6 1 are user-selected constants and
PL

l¼1 wl ¼ 1. To exemplify this

approach, we consider the combination of efficiency measures EREM, EREV,

EREW, and EREP described in the previous sections:

Table 2. The minimum number of blocks b* for effective blocking when t ¼ 5.

C

60.2 0.225 0.250 0.275 0.3 0.4 0.5

ERE1 NA 2 2 2 2 2 2

EREM NA 5 3 2 2 2 2

EREV (a ¼ 0.05) NA 12 7 5 4 3 2

EREW (a ¼ 0.05) NA 8 5 4 4 3 2

EREP (a ¼ 0.05, b ¼ 0.05) NA 10 6 5 4 3 2

EREP (a ¼ 0.05, b ¼ 0.10) NA 10 6 5 4 3 2

EREV (a ¼ 0.10) NA 11 6 5 4 3 2

EREW (a ¼ 0.10) NA 7 4 4 3 2 2

EREP (a ¼ 0.10, b ¼ 0.05) NA 8 5 4 4 3 2

EREP (a ¼ 0.10, b ¼ 0.10) NA 8 5 4 3 3 2

1b* ¼ 2 if C ¼ 0.2.
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Wðt; b;CÞ ¼ w1EREM þ w2EREV þ w3EREW þ w4EREP ;

wherethe weights wl, l ¼ 1,…,4, are chosen to reflect the relative importance of these

four distinct criteria and result in an optimal formulation for a profound evaluation

of RCBD. This leads to finding an RCBD which can satisfy certain level of efficiency

or guarantee higher efficiency under the compound criterion W(t, b, C). For example,

it may be advisable to consider only an RCBD with a weighted efficiency W(t, b, C)
larger than, say, 125% to be better than the comparable CRD.

As an alternative to the multiple-objective efficiency measure, multiple constrained

criteria can be applied simultaneously to the efficiency measures. In this case, the

researcher needs to prioritize the relative importance of the efficiency measures. For

a general discussion and recent advances in multiple-objective design strategies, see

WONG (1999) for details.

4 Summary

The completely randomized design and randomized complete block design are the

most fundamental and useful in the analysis of variance models. The major

advantage of using a randomized complete block design instead of a completely

randomized design is the reduction in error variance. The widely accepted relative

precision measure is purported to evaluate the relative efficiency in terms of the

ratio of error variances of both designs. However, this relative precision measure

does not take account of the loss in error degrees of freedom in a randomized

complete block design as compared with that in a completely randomized design.

Although the decrease in probability of obtaining a significance result for a

randomized complete block design is well recognized in the literature, it seems that

less attention has been paid to the discrepancy between the issues of precision and

sensitivity. More importantly, no specific guidance for constructing a practical

efficiency measure can be found in the literature. In this article, we consider three

relative efficiency measures for evaluating different aspects of the sensitivity of

both designs. Unlike other research that examine parameter values, we focus on

the estimates of the relative efficiency measure that possess immediate applicability

and practical importance. The characteristics of the estimated relative efficiency

measures are presented both graphically and numerically. The results showed that

they are substantially different, especially when the block effects are small or

moderate in terms of the coefficient of partial determination between responses

and block effects, given that treatment effects are present in the models. Naturally,

these should be the cases more likely to occur in practice. Recognition of the

similarities and differences between the relative measures of precision and

sensitivity helps to clarify the issue of evaluating effective blocking and to choose

an appropriate measure of relative efficiency in a randomized complete block

experiment.
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We conclude that the proposed efficiency measures provide feasible solutions for

the evaluation of efficiency regarding sensitivity in the context of RCBD relative to

CRD. As a practical guideline, the efficiency evaluation of RCBD relative to CRD

can be approached in terms of (1) comparing the precisions, (2) comparing the

observed significance levels, (3) comparing the widths of Scheffé confidence intervals,

or (4) comparing the powers. Additionally, when there are various goals in the

RCBD experiment, a multiple-objective approach to the evaluation of efficiency can

be employed to reflect the specific needs of the researcher more adequately. Finally,

we note that the p-value, width of confidence interval and power level considered in

this article are essential to the two approaches of interval estimation and hypothesis

testing in statistical inference. The proposed three efficiency measures could be

extended for use in more general block designs and models. It would be of practical

importance to develop these extensions.
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